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March Recap!
What I’ve done, and what is upcoming.

by Cheeky Charlie on April 2nd

On the first day of March I looked at my calendar for the month, with a trip, and
assignments, and already work commitments in my schedule.. And I knew that it would be
gone in a blink. I was right. Here I am, writing this newsletter for April, and starting the last
week of this semester at school.

For March.. I was very lucky to spend time with those that care for me, and to be spoiled by
them. Things like receiving a little easter gift of chocolates leave me smiling.

You know me by now, and most of the rest of my month was spent at the library working on
school assignments. I was very lucky to be able to take a long weekend off to visit my
nephew for his birthday, and another recently to spend time with my mum for Easter. I am



reminded all the time that it is because I choose this life that I am able to plan that time
into my schedule. Many of you know tidbits of my life before sex work, and it was leading
me in a direction that was just not sustainable for my mental health or the life that I
imagine and work towards.

I am very thankful for this life..

Don’t forget tha if you’re looking to the best place to keep up/get to know me, my website
and my socials are great places to keep up throughout the month.. And get photo drops like
this..



And, of course, you know where to find the spicier photo drops.. I am always keeping my
onlyfans up to date! And currently thinking of hosting a virtual event.. So keep reading to
hear about that..

April Upcoming!
Which ways are you keen to keep up with me?

April will be an interesting month, for sure.

I have an exam tomorrow, one next week, and one the last full week of the month. This both
closes and opens my schedule, somehow. I will be busy studying, but most days that is all I
will have on my plate so will likely be able to take more bookings than I do when I’m in full
school mode. As per usual, pre-booking is the best way to secure this time. I am well known
to pick up and move to a local library to get into study mode so if it is not booked in
advance then cannot be guarenteed.

As briefly mentioned above.. I am thinking about hosting a virtual event on my onlyfans
platform at the end of this week. There is currently a poll up on that platform and twitter
with regards to whether this will be on Thursday, Friday, or Saturday. Don’t hesitate to vote
on one of both of these polls if you’re keen to subscribe and view my show on the night in
question.

As far as full service work goes, I think I will be mostly in Halifax for the month with my
exam schedule. I am considering a quick long weekend trip somewhere close by sometimes
at the end of the month. Off the top of my mind I am considering Sydney, Moncton, Saint
John. or Charlottetown. If you’re from one of these cities and want to sway my decision
then now is the time to send me a message and let me know you’re keen for a date!

If it is in person time that you’re looking to spend with me then make sure you take a look
at the most recent schedule from my website:



I hope to be able to fulfill fantasies with you this spring! Reach out and start a dialogue with
me to get into my naughty schedule ;)
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